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~TRACT
iod engineering is accomplished by selecting
xments from a repository and configuring the overall
iodfology) or process. Using the Object-Oriented
ess, Environment and Notation (or OPEN) Process
iework (OPF) as an example, we discuss how a set of
tic values, which assist in the configuration of pairs
rocess elements into a situational method, can be
:ifi~d using a partially automated software "assistant"
~ .IPENPC.
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\1ethod engineering
ver recent years, there has been significant research
the field of method engineering and situational

iod engineering [1,2,3]. Method engineering involves
ling. a repository of method fragments together with
aiques for assembling these method fragments into
iodologies' [1]. Underpinning these with a
model is also highly desirable such that existing and
'e inethod fragments can be generated from the
model classes in such a way that they preserve the
; dr -'ed by the metamodel e.g. a rule stating that
uce •.• (such as software development personnel)
ee work units (such as tasks) in producing work
ucts (such as documentation and running code).
:e rules also impose some granularity constraints as
din [5].

ituational (a.k.a. situated) method engineering is
led as the creation of a method(ology) specifically
d to the situation of the project at hand [I] i.e. one that
Is the requirements of a particular project. Thus,
etion of method fragments is individualized and
ored" to the specific requirements of the organization
project Although much debated, there is a rough

~ will use method and methodology as synonyms - the
oice seems to be one of personal preference, see, for
ample, [1,4].

·139

consensus that a method or methodology comprises one or
more processes together with a product model i.e. a way
of conceptualizing and notating products used and/or
generated by the process elements. Consequently, many
papers describing situational method engineering tend to
focus on the process engineering element, rather than the
combination of process and product viz. the
"methodology".

Rupprecht et al. [6] have proposed that a framework
together with techniques may be useful for constructing
situational engineering processes (which they call
"process individualisation") by applying a number of
predefined operators on a number of predefined generic
process building blocks with the help of a reference
model. While this approach provides a complete solution
to the situational methodology problem, it is only
implemented in a number of engineering domains, which
are simpler and less volatile than the field of software
engineering. Their proposals included a CASE tool for
process construction, commercially available as the ARlS
Process Generator. The work in [5] and [7] is also worth
mentioning. These authors focus on the techniques for
assembling available method fragments into situational
methods/processes - an approach where a sound
mathematical basis for process construction is described
formally in a number of rules. The use of these rules
allows the creation of a knowledge base, where
knowledge can be stored and disseminated. Further
examples of method engineering are given in [8] and [9].
These approaches, however, provide insufficient detail on
their proposed metamodel and process for constructing
situational methods.

Finally, Karlsson et af. [10] proposed, in a slightly
different approach, the idea of a method configuration
process, based on the concept of Development Tracks and
Generic Project Types, which extend RUP [11] to provide
the configuration of situational methods. A Development
Track is an ideal process configuration suitable for a
delimited characteristic of a (type of) software
development project. A Generic Project Type is a
predefmed combination of Development Tracks common
within the organization. The approach for configuring the
methodology is then carried out in three sub-processes:
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Tuning a Generic Project Type into a situational
method;
Combining existing Development Tracks into a
new Generic Project Type; and
Managing Development Tracks.

1.2 Process Construction
Process construction is the process engineering task

during which the process framework metamodel is
instantiated to produce an endeavour-specific process,
independently of the product model to be used Process
construction can be most effectively accomplishedusing a
process framework, which consists of a metamodel and a
library of process components that are used to create
project-specific processes and, as noted earlier, is
complemented by a product metamodel; together, process
plus product creates the full method or methodology. The
framework should also provide guidelines andlor
techniques for selecting and assembling the
process/method components from the library to generate
processes and methods. Here, we focus on the derivation
of those guidelines as a precursor to the development of
an automated tool to assist in methodology construction.

In Section 2, we proceed by giving a brief summary of
one particular 00 situational method engineering
approach - that based on the OPEN Process Framework
[12]. Currently, guidelines exist on how to manually link
the various methodology elements based on the local
situation by inserting subjectively-derived values into the
deontic matrices used in OPEN (Section 3). This paper is
a first step towards automating that procedure; and, in
Section 4, we address the way in which method
construction can be supported in a tool, to be called
OPENPC (OPEN Process Construction) by the creation of
automatically generated deontic matrices within the
OPEN Process Framework (OPF).

2. The OPEN approach for construction of
software methodologies.

Unlike other 00 software processes', OPEN [12,13] is
defmed as a process framework, which is defmed by a
metamodel equivalent to the M2 level in the OMG
standard [14]. From this framework, OPEN-compliant
processes can be instantiated to be used in actual
organization and software projects. Consequently, its
metamodel-based framework approach is highly
compatible with the ideas of method engineering and
process construction as described in Section 1.

An important part of the OPF is the library of process
components, which can be used in different software
projects. This library provides an almost complete set of
components. Furthermore, it is extensible to cover
changes in technology [15,16,17].

2 In object technology, the words process and method(ology) are
often taken as synonyms. In this section, we use the 00 term
"process" for compatibility with the 00 literature.

The OPF metamodel defines the following five main
classes of process components:
- Work Product: "A Work Product is anything of value

that is produced during the development process" [12].
Work Products result from carrying out certain Work
Units.
Producer: "A Producer is responsible for creating,
evaluating, iterating and maintaining Work Products"
[12].
Work Unit: A Work Unit is defined as a functionally
cohesive operation that is performed by a Producer.
There are three classes of Work Unit: Activity, Task
and Technique.
Language: A Language is defined as a medium for
documenting a Work Product.
Stage: A Stage is defined as an identified and managed
duration within the process or a point in time at which
some achievement is recognized.

The OPF library currently contains about 30 predefmed
instances of Activity, 160 instances of Task and 200
instances of Techniques, which form a basis for
constructing OPEN-compliant processes, using deontic
matrices as described below, to suit the needs of specific
organizations and projects.

A process instance is created from the OPF for a
particular organization or a particular project. Here we
focus on the process construction step, which comprises:
- Step 1- SelectingActivities.
- Step 2 - Selecting Tasks and allocating Tasks used in

each selectedActivity.
- Step 3 - Selecting Techniques and allocating

Techniques used in each selected Task.
- Step 4 - Selecting Work Products and allocating Work

Products resulting from each selected Task.
- Step 5 - Selecting Languages and allocating

Languages used to document each selected Work
Product.

- Step 6 - Selecting Producers and allocating Producers
that perform each selected Task.

The selection of components relies upon usage
relationships being established based on the notion of
deontic matrices.

3. Deontic Matrices
A deontic matrix is a two dimensional matrix of values

that represent the relationship between each pair of
process components in the OPF. The values written by
the process engineer in the matrix elements represent the
possibility that these two components form a relationship.
For instance, an Activity/Task Deontic Matrix contains
values that specify the possibility of the corresponding
Task being used in executing the corresponding Activity,
where each deontic value may have one of the following
levels of possibility:
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M: for Mandatory';
R: for Recommended;
0: for Optional;
D: for Discouraged;
F: for Forbidden; and
U: for Undefmed.

~ an example, the possibility value for using the OPEN
'ask: Evaluate quality to help fulfil the Activity:
/erification and Validation (V&V) might be assessed as
eing R.

The completed deontic matrices are then used to assist
he process engineer in selecting components from the
ibrary to be used in a particular (situational) process. In
•reip.r to provide complete selection guidelines for the
l .ruction approach reviewed in the previous section,
leontic matrices can be defined for (1) Process/Activity,
2) Activityffask, (3) Taskffechnique, (4) Producerffask,
5) TaskIWork Product, (6) Producer/Work Product and
7) Work Product/Language.

After the deontic matrices have been defmed, the
onstruction of that specific situational process can be
arried out following Steps 1-6 as outlined in Section 2
nd using values from the appropriate deontic matrix and
aking into account previously selected process
omponents. For example, Step I uses values in the
'rocess/ Activity Deontic Matrix; Step 5 uses the matrix
or linking WorkProducts and Languages.

The deontic matrices only serve as guidelines for
electing components and establishing relationships; the
lrocesS engineers have to make the fmal decision about
vhich components to be used and relationships between
hes- nrocess components based on their knowledge,
'xpt.._~nce and the actual software project.

J. Towards Automatic Selection of Process
:omponents

For the purpose of automating the attribution of values
o the deontic matrices and the subsequent selection of
uocess components (a.k.a. method fragments), we now

which states that the second component of the pair is a
mandatory part of the first component in that particular
relationship. In other words, if the first component is used in a
particular process then the second component is a mandatory
component in that particular process as well. [A similar
definition can be added to each of the five defined deontic
values.]

outline a proposal for a software assistant called OPENPC
(OPEN Process Construction).

4.1 Building a knowledge base

The most important step in constructing an OPEN-
compliant software process/method is to determine the
values for each of the deontic matrices. The value for
each pair of elements in the various deontic matrices
depends on a number of factors involving evaluation of
the organization, the people taking part in the project, the
technology involved, the project and the software product
itself. Traditionally, this process is carried out using
predefmed organizational requirements and the experience
and knowledge of the process engineer. One problem with
this approach is that knowledge is generally not
transferred between organizations and between projects .
Also, it requires process engineers to have extensive
knowledge and experience, which is why organizations
often have to depend on external consultants for process
engineering. Another problem with that approach is that it
may take a long time to construct a process for a particular
project.

Our approach is to examine a set of common factors
that influence the construction of software engineering
processes and determine the effects of those factors on the
values of the deontic matrices in a generic sense.
Consequently, knowledge can be stored and used across
organizations and across projects. Thus, software process
construction can be partially automated.

- The factors that may affect the content and style of
software processes are expressed in the form of
questions, together with the answers to those questions
(see Table I for details of the question and answer set)
that, together, represent possible evaluations of those
factors in the project context. The user of OPENPC can
then determine the factors influencing the content of
the software process by selecting appropriate answers
to those questions, which then, in tum, determine the
values for the deontic matrices, much like an expert
system or knowledge repository. The answer to each
question will identify a predefined" deontic value. In
the initial version of the tool, these values are to be
assigned by the tool builder/methodologist based on
extensive experience and literature evaluation. The
base set is intended as a "first approximation" only and
can be iteratively refined by both the tool builder and

4 "First estimates" of the deontic values for each pair of method
elements are input (by the tool creator) into the OPENPC tool,
but a facilityto change these is also included.
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Table 1 Questions and answers for incorporating into a tool for automated
f fd f trlgenera Ion 0 eon IC rna rices

Question PossibleAnswers

What is the maturity level (by CMM standard), at which your Level I (Initial).
organization is currently assessed or aims to achieve? Level 2 (Repeatable).

Level 3 (Defined).
Lcvel4 (Managed).
Level 5 (Optimizing).

Which of the following best describes the domain of the E-Business
software product being developed? Embedded system

MIS
Process control
Realtime

What is the level of quality that the information system should Low
have? Normal

High
What is the estimated size of the final software product being Small and not complex (Icss than
developed? 10,000 LOC).

Medium and moderately complex
(between 10,000 LOC and 50,000
LOC).
Large and very complex (between
50,000 LaC and 1,000,000 LaC).
Very large and immensely complex
(more than 1,000,000 LaC).

What is the estimated size of the project team on this project? Small (1-3 members).
Medium (4-9 members).
Large (more than 9 members).

What is the level of criticality of the software product being Low; Normal; High; or Very high
developed to a successful mission?
What type of user interface is required? No user interface involved.

Text based user interface.
Graphical user interface.

To what extent does the project depend on activities from Low
other projects within the organization? Normal

High
To what extent do the members of the project team possess Lo
enough knowledge and experience to develop the required Normal
software product? High
To what extent will the goals, needs, and desires of the users Low
remain stable over time, thus enabling a stable specification of Normal
the functional requirements to be made? High
To what extent arc the goals, needs, and desires of the users Low
clear and coherent, thus enabling a sound specification of the Normal
functional requirements to be made? High
To what extent is there sufficient time available for the Low
project? Normal

High
To what extent was the applied technology and/or the applied Low
methods, techniques and tools new to the organization? Normal

High
To what extent is the level of reuse required in the Low
development project? Normal

High
Does the software product being developed involve the usc of Does not involve the use of a database.
a database system? Use an 00 database.

Use a non-Of) database.
Does the software product being developed involve a Yes
distributed environment? No
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: process engineer as further experience is gained. In
ter words, this value set can be changed by the process
gineer (in the embryonic OPEN PC tool) to build up a
ire suitable and complete knowledge base. In future
rsions of the tool, it is proposed to include a more
jective method for creating and updating the deontic
lues. Constraints to avoid the creation of meaningless
ethods will also be adopted using ideas in [5].

this way, a knowledge base can be built up by:
Determining the factors that may influence the content
and style of software processes.
Expressing these factors and their possible evaluations
in term of questions and answers for those questions.
For each answer, determine a predefmed deontic value
linking OPEN's library components

l Determining process deontic values
Once the knowledge base has been built up, the values
the deontic matrices for a particular situational

:thodology or process can be determined. This is usually
J1P by the process engineer, based on the available

.ration about the project and his/her knowledge and
perience. Some of the questions can be answered based
information obtained objectively at the time of process

nstruction; for example, the question on the CMM level.
hers, however, are evaluated based on estimations and
ews from the process engineer's (subjective)
rspective; an example of these is the estimation of the
:e ofthe finished software product.

Flgl"~ 2: Determining values for process deontlc values.

For each chosen answer, the corresponding predefined
ontic values are considered, together with the current
ontic values in the process (if that exists), to determine
~ final deontic values (see Figure 2 for the underpinning
etamodel). In this way, each fmal deontic value may be
termined by considering one current deontic value and
ro or more predefined deontic values. Hence, there is
~ need for a procedure to combine these predefined
ontic values and current deontic value to the fmal one.

The following rules for combining deontic values are
fined:

Combination Rule 1: If there is a predefmed
deontic value with the value of F, or the current

deontic value has the value of F, then the resultant
final deontic value shall have a value of F.

Combination Rule 2: If there are no considered
deontic values (either predefined deontic values or
current deontic value) with the value of F, and one of
the considered deontic values (either predefined
deontic values or current deontic value) has the value
of M, then the resultant final deontic value shall have a
value ofM.

Combination Rule 3: If there are no considered
deontic values (either predefined deontic values or
current deontic value) with the value of F or M, the
resultant fmal deontic value shall have be obtained by
averaging the predefmed deontic values and current
deontic value. This is accomplished as described in
the next paragraph.

As an example, consider an answer to the first question (in
Table l) that gives a predetermined value (for a particular
row and column in the deontic matrix under
consideration) of M; the answer to the second question a
value of R; and the answer to the third question a value of
D. By Combination Rule 2, the resultant fmal deontic
value is M .

Once the "first draft" of the deontic values has been
automatically determined and these have been modified
by a skilled process engineer if needed, the values in the
various deontic matrices need to be translated into a
process component selection strategy. To do this, a
selection rule is used which states:

Selection Rule: A component is selected if there is a
deontic value that has a value of M (mandatory) or R
(recommended) involving that component and another
component, which has already been selected, and there
are no deontic values that have value of F (forbidden),
involving that component and other components that
have already been selected.

However, this rule only applies for the automation of the
selection process by OPEN PC; after this, the process
engineers can change the selection and component
relationships as required without any regards to this rule.
Thus the OPENPC software provides a first estimate of
the process components to be selected, a selection which
can then be fine-tuned, if necessary, by an experienced
process engineer.

4.3 Test cases
In order to test the OPENPC tool, a comprehensive

suite of test cases was written at the same time as the
software prototype. These test cases are based on the use
cases, comprehensively documented in [18]. For each of
the use cases, each path (scenario) is checked, giving a
total of 55 test cases. Examples of such test cases include
testing for correct creation of new component instances,
correctly viewing deontic values in the component
repository and creating new answers in the knowledge
database.
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5. Conclusions and Future Work
OPENPC is a CASE tool currently being prototyped for

use in software process construction based on the OPEN
Process . Framework and the partially automated
assignment of deontic values - values what assist the
process engineer in selecting appropriate project-specific
components and their inter-relationships. Here we have
described the theory underpinning the tool.

The OPENPC tool is foreseen to serve as a store and
source for disseminating knowledge for building software
processes based on the factors that influence the content
and style of processes. It also allows the process engineer
to extend the OPEN process component repository by
modifying and defining new components. Moreover, it
provides mechanisms for browsing and navigating process
components, serving as a tool for project managers and
developers to use in the development process. OPENPC
is also able to provide reference information for managers
and developers throughout the development process.

The OPENPC prototype tool currently only provides a
framework for storing and disseminating knowledge, it
does not possess any knowledge yet. Hence, the tool as it
currently exists is not ready to be used to create processes
- a great deal of work is still needed to input the
knowledge by evaluating the Predefmed Deontic Values
so that the application can be deployed practically in
organizations. However, it can be used at its current state
by consultants or someone with enough knowledge and
experience to build the knowledge base, from which
processes can be created for certain software projects.

Future work will also include consideration of the
different support needed in the tool to support both
process construction (from scratch) and process
enhancement (adding new process components to existing
processes[2], perhaps in the context of software process
improvement).
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